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3   Water Supply
The dependence of the pastoral industry in central Aus
traha upon supphes of water is so dose that the securing of
water supplies is the first need for expansion This water
may be subterranean or on the surface and reference has
already been made to the storing and distribution of water
in the dry parts of the south east A more remarkable
system is that of the central plain and of other small basms
where boring for subterranean water is earned on These
artesian bores will be examined more closely in a later
section.
Irrigation is confined almost entirely to the south east or
even more strictly still to the Murray Darling Basin which
is almost the only area with sufficient surface water for
irrigation purposes The earlier schemes for using the
Murray waters were small and restricted in their scope but
the rights of people living farther down the \alley were
threatened by later schemes for storing the waters of the
Murray and its tributaries Moreover the nver forms a
highway and the issue of Irrigation or Navigation had to
be faced Ultimately a compromise was effected by which
the States concerned controlled the water in the general
interest through the Murray River Commission The locks
were made navigable for river craft as far as Echuca.
The two great difficulties to be o\ ercome were the irregular
nature of the stream flow  and the deltaic character of the
nver with its many side channels    In general the supply of
water is deficient for the demands likely to be made on it
but against that has to be placed the undoubted fertility of
the soil   which has been proved in irrigation colonies at
Mildura Renmark and other places    Another large irnga
tion scheme has been established on the Murrumbidgee   In
the Leeton Griffith area enough rice is grown to supply

